
Year Reception World Book Day 2024

Word Dress up Ideas

brave/ hero Dress up as a superhero, fire fighters, police etc.

present Dress up as a gift box or time machine or clock.

community Dress up as a member of the family.

map Dress up as with a box over the front and back with a road drawn
onto the box and different landmarks marked on or a large X on the
map with dotted lines and treasure drawn on.

celebration Dress up as a cake / party /firework / wear party clothes.

post Dress up as a postman / letter with an address on it / postbox,

nativity Dress up as a character from the nativity - Mary / Joseph / angel /
shepherd.

invitation Dress up as a large invitation card.

Year 1
Tier 2 Words Costume Ideas

character from a book
that cleans

thunder/storm

pieces of scrap

tinman/robot



maze

tourist

map

character from a book
that feels lonely

an unfriendly character
from a book

a place of safety or
shelter

treehouse

tent

castle

house

den

gold medal

certificate

having an idea

enormous crocodile

enormous turnip

BFG

cloud

rubber duck

clock



thought bubble

dream

tasty food

a kind character from a
book

surprised - can be acted
out as your word when
someone asks

troll under a bridge

arrow

dodgeball

sports player

burglar

tooth fairy

ballerina



Year 2
Tier 2 Word Pictures Costume Ideas

fractured broken pot

bandaged/injury/skeleton

willpower
Frog & Toad (characters)

marathon runner

competition winner

scrap robot

scrap metal

shelter
den/tent/roof/house

rusting
rusting metal

nail



weakly
someone that is poorly/ill

character that is weak from a
story (Robot and the
Bluebird)

gently

small winged creature

ballerina/dancer

astonished
a character from a book that
is shocked/surprised by
something

blizzard
snow/ice/storm

snowflake

explorer - snowy place



vast

weary
a character that is
tired/sleepy

someone ready for
bed/pajamas

skulking
fox

wolf

burglar

spider

glinting
gold

sparkly

diamond

gems

waves

water



inferno
fire

flames

bonfire

singed
pirate with a map

fireman

tastiest tasty food

chef

cosy scarves/gloves/blankets

dressing gown

pajamas

duvet

conversation
speech marks

speech bubbles



gentle
a grandparent/nurse/doctor

tooth fairy

a character that is caring

daydreamed

fierce big cat

wolf

dragon

warrior

knight

meandering
river



universe
stars

planets

space

comet

star

sun

prowled
lion

tiger

cheetah

leopard

panther

chomped Garfield

Snorlax

The Very Hungry Caterpillar

humid thermometer

a rain cloud

a weather forecaster



absorb
sponges

Spongebob

dense
iron

diamond

forest

ancestor
family member

ancient animal

emerged
plant

seed

butterfly

caterpillar



dappled

shadows

patches of light

torch

fragrant
flowers

petals

bee

perfume

location compass

map

GPS



Year 3
Tier 2 Word Pictures Costume Ideas

delighted character who has received
good news (Charlie from
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory)

enthusiasm / eager olympian

cheerleader

magnificent queen

king

princess

prince

superhero

immediately green light (traffic light)

whistle

clock



enormous dinosaur

giant

BFG

gesture thumbs up

high five

sign language

appreciate teacher

grown ups

somebody you are thankful
for

baffled question mark

shocked

dismay sad face

blue

a character from a book that
is disappointed

mystified question mark

detective/magnifying glass



astonished shocked

confused

triumphant olympian

learning hero

house captain

winner

cunning fox

burglar

Matilda (Roald Dahl)

Fantastic Mr Fox

Mr/Mrs Twit

envious green as envy

deserted island



dawdle sleepy

merry elf

won an award

horrified dress as something that
horrifies you like:

ghosts

spiders

equally



rage red

character from a book that
feels angry

grizzly bear

delicately butterfly

ballerina

flower

grinned yellow

happy



glimmered something glittery

disco ball

microphone

detonation



Year 4
Tier 2 Word Pictures Costume Ideas

motionless a statue
a mime

radiant sun

angel

particle Periodic Table

anticipate weather forecaster

crystal ball

inventor



devastated sad emoji

enchanting a princess/prince

a wizard/witch

fairy tales/magical creatures

commotion Tasmanian Devil

Tigger

celebrity

ingenious famous scientists and
thinkers

e.g Einstein

barren animals that live in barren
environments

snake, scorpion, lizard, camel



beloved Romeo and Juliet

love heart

Cupid

misery Eeyore

a character from a book that
is sad

Inside Out

Moaning Myrtle

declared a politician

judge

king or queen

confessed judge

lawyer

police officer

character from a book that
has done something wrong

bitterly snow/cold/ice

Voldemort

Cruella Deville

Ice Queen



weary pajamas

Eeyore

explorer

Sleepy from Snow White

low battery

scoffed Draco Malfoy

a boastful/mean character
from a book

Year 5
Tier 2 Word Pictures Costume Ideas

compound

compound words

compound words e.g.
sunflower, starfish, football

compound sentence

scientific compound



outlaw highwayman/woman
cowboy/girl

desolate paint/draw a picture

plain clothes

sprawled acting out the word when
someone asks

horizon paint/draw a picture

clothes to represent the
colours

authority headteacher
politician
king/queen

someone in a position of
power

refuge a place of shelter and safety
treehouse

tent
castle
house



absorbed sponges

declared judge
microphone
politician

inspirational speaker
king/queen

protected protected animals/species
protected from the weather

safety

realise having an idea

scientist

mass

curiosity detective

curious character from a book



packed

Paddington Bear

suitcase

dusk paint/draw a picture

clothes in these colours

reversible ice to water/water to ice

Year 6
Tier 2 Word Pictures Costume Ideas

derelict Oliver Twist

chimney sweep

expression an emoji



tinkling instrument

musical note

rippled ocean

water

waves

harmony singer

musician

musical notes

musical instruments

nuisance a fly

an alarm clock

pigeon

surge electricity

batteries

waves



engulfed Pacman

fire

surface the globe

a mirror

water/sea/ocean

a 3D shape

emerge caterpillar

sun/moon

snail

tortoise

anticipate crystal ball

weather forecaster

frantic
runner

Alice in Wonderland



staggered
shocked emoji

drew painting or a picture

pencil

famous artists

cowboy

contrast a costume with one part that
stands out

yin and yang

paint palette

photographer

concealed chameleon

polar bear

octopus

any animal that camouflages

tethered rock climber



prowled lion

wolf

heroine Wonder Woman

Amelia Earhart

any female hero

incognito spy

James Bond

detective

bristling hedgehog

Sonic

Varjak Paw or a cat

etiquette king or a queen

formal clothing e.g suit



formidable villains
e.g. Joker, Thanos, Scar

animals at the top of food
chains

e.g bears or lions

profession a job you aspire to have

doctor, architect, teacher,
astronaut, musician


